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Abstract We present an approach to systematic, toolsupported design and development of JAVA CARD applets. We employ the Unified Modeling Language (UML)
and formal methods for object-oriented software development in our approach. Our goal is to make JAVA CARD
applets robust “by design”, to make the development
process independent of the JAVA CARD platform, and to
enable applets to be verified formally by the KeY system.
First we analyse the current situation of JAVA CARD applet development, then we present a real life JAVA CARD
case study and describe the problems we found that
should be addressed by systematic development. Finally,
we propose some solutions to selected problems by using UML specifications, software design patterns, formal
specifications and a modern CASE tool support.
Key words object-oriented software development –
UML – OCL – formal verification – JAVA CARD – smart
cards

1 Introduction
In this article1 we present an approach to systematic,
tool-supported design and development of JAVA CARD
applets. Our work has been driven by the following goals:
JAVA CARD applets should be robust “by design”, the
development process should be independent of the JAVA
CARD platform, and it should be possible to formally
verify applet correctness with the KeY system [1]. First
we analyse the current situation of JAVA CARD applet
development, then we present a real life JAVA CARD case
study (pam iButton [6]) and describe the problems we
found that should be addressed by systematic development and formal verification. Based on the case study we
1
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propose solutions to selected problems by presenting a
framework that incorporates the use of UML [29] specifications, software idioms and design patterns, a modern
CASE tool support, as well as formal specification and
verification to provide a systematic development process
for JAVA CARD applets.
1.1 JAVA CARD
JAVA CARD technology2 [10] provides a means of programming smart cards with (a subset of) the JAVA programming language. Today’s smart cards are small computers, providing 8, 16 or 32 bit CPU with clock speeds
ranging from 5 up to 40 MHz, ROM memory between
32 and 64 KB, EEPROM memory (writable, persistent)
between 16 and 32 KB and RAM memory (writable, nonpersistent) between 1 and 4 KB. Smart cards communicate with the rest of the world through application protocol data units (APDUs, ISO 7816–4 standard). The communication is done in master-slave mode—it is always
the master/terminal application that initialises the communication by sending the command APDU to the card
and then the card replies by sending a response APDU
(possibly with empty contents). In the case of JAVA powered smart cards (JAVA CARDs) the card’s ROM contains a JAVA CARD virtual machine which implements
a subset of the JAVA programming language and allows
running JAVA CARD applets on the card. The following
are the features not supported by the JAVA CARD language compared to full JAVA: large primitive data types
(int, long, double, float), characters and strings, multidimensional arrays, dynamic class loading, threads and
garbage collection. Selected JAVA CARD smart cards go
beyond those limitations, for example, by supporting
the int type or garbage collection. However, such extensions to the JAVA CARD standard are vendor-specific
and in general should not be relied on. Most of the remaining JAVA features, in particular object-oriented ones
2
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like interfaces, inheritance, virtual methods, overloading, dynamic object creation, are supported by the JAVA
CARD language. The card also contains the standard
JAVA CARD API, which provides support for handling
APDUs, JAVA CARD specific system routines, PIN codes,
etc. A JAVA CARD applet should implement the install
method responsible for the initialisation of the applet
and a process method for handling APDU communication with the terminal. A single JAVA CARD smart card
can host multiple applets.

1.2 Analysis of the Current Situation
Although the JAVA CARD language is based on full JAVA,
the nature of the JAVA CARD environment (for example, constrained memory, no garbage collection) makes
JAVA CARD programming quite different from normal
JAVA programming. Powerful development and modelling tools for JAVA are not JAVA CARD “aware”. Such
JAVA tools can become helpful provided they can be customised to JAVA CARD needs. However, this is not common practice. Instead, each JAVA CARD vendor provides
its own development environment and proposes its own
JAVA CARD specific solutions. Examples of such environments include the Sm@rtCafé Professional Toolkit,3
Aspects Developer,4 or iB-IDE tool.5 Such tools try to
ease the actual process of writing JAVA CARD programs,
installing them to the card and testing. However, they
hardly ever provide the support for the design of JAVA
CARD applets on a higher level; in particular the use of
UML development is not possible. A typical JAVA CARD
tool may provide the following functionality:
– automatic creation of the skeleton code for both the
card applet and Open Card Framework [30] compliant JAVA terminal application,
– debugging tools with the possibility of running the
card applet in an emulated environment,
– a tool to send APDU messages which is used to communicate with applets installed on a card without
a terminal application, and to provide some card
administration services—installing applets onto the
card, erasing the card’s memory, etc.
However, none of the tools provide any kind of high level
modelling capabilities to design JAVA CARD applets, nor
do they provide any support for formal specification and
verification.
A notable exception in this situation is the JCOP
toolset from IBM.6 The toolset is implemented as a plugin for Eclipse.7 This gives the possibility to use UML and
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formal verification plug-ins available for Eclipse within
the same framework (see also Section 1.4).
We have just mentioned the need for the use of formal
methods in JAVA CARD applet development. This need
is motivated by two reasons. First of all, smart card applets are usually security-critical. Secondly, in contrast
to normal computer software, making updates on the
cards distributed in large amounts is not possible. Thus,
correctness of the card applet should be assured by the
best possible means. At the same time JAVA CARD applets seem to be suitable for formal verification because
they are small in size and the JAVA CARD programming
language lacks some of the complications of the full JAVA
language that makes formal verification difficult (such
as threads, graphical user interfaces, or complex data
types). Finally, a controlled software development process in general (such as the one we propose in this article,
or an industrial one, for example the Nokia OK process)
will benefit from adding the formal methods support to
it. In the best case scenario, the obvious benefit of using
formal methods is a formally verified program. In the
worst case scenario, unverified formal specifications can
always serve as “formal” documentation.
Based on our experience, we believe that the quality
of JAVA CARD applets would benefit from a controlled,
well-defined, systematic development process with a possibility to formally verify applet properties. Our case
study, presented in Section 2, show that this is indeed the
case. Our further experience [15] shows that a properly
designed and developed JAVA CARD applet substantially
eases the formal verification effort.

1.3 Related Work
Most of the literature on JAVA CARD program development concentrates on verification. It can be divided into
work on bytecode and source code level. An overview
of work done on the bytecode level can be found in [7].
For the source code verification of JAVA CARD applets
we only name the most important tools and projects.
The LOOP tool [19] employs the PVS theorem prover to
prove properties about JAVA CARD programs annotated
with JML [22] (JAVA Modeling Language) specifications.
In particular, [18] discusses the specification and verification of control flow properties for a JAVA CARD applet.
Similarly to our approach, the properties are described
with a state machine, which is formalised in JML. JML is
also used as a specification language in ESC/JAVA2 [11].
ESC/JAVA2 provides full automation, trading off the
completeness and soundness of the static checking used
to verify JAVA CARD programs. [17] discusses systematic development of formally verifiable security protocols; state machines are used again and the resulting
JML specifications are verified with ESC/JAVA2. Other
tools based on JML are Krakatoa [23], Jive [26], and
Jack [9]. The Krakatoa tool uses the Coq theorem
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prover as the basis for verification. The Jive system
employs an extended Hoare style calculus implemented
in the Isabelle and PVS theorem provers and provides
a dedicated graphical user interface. Finally, the Jack
tool also provides a dedicated graphical user interface to
prove properties about JML annotated JAVA programs
by employing several possible back-end theorem provers.
Our work has been done in the context of the KeY
Project8 [1]. One of its main objectives is to integrate
formal methods with object-oriented software design to
provide user-friendly formal verification environment for
JAVA CARD. This makes the KeY system to be best suited
for our purposes. The design and specification languages
used in KeY are respectively UML [29] (Unified Modeling
Language) and OCL [32] (Object Constraint Language,
now part of the UML standard). As an alternative to
OCL, JML can also be used in the KeY system. In this
article we show how we use the KeY system to support
formal development of JAVA CARD applets.
Apart from the formal approaches to JAVA CARD
development, the following should be mentioned. The
Open Card organisation [30] bundles efforts to create a
common and unified programming framework for writing
terminal applications for smart cards from different manufacturers (Open Card Framework). The Global Platform organisation9 [14] concentrates on providing a high
level framework (API) for uniform treatment of certain
JAVA CARD applet features, including the applet life cycle (personalisation) states that we will discuss. Finally,
JAVA CARD applets are quite often security-critical; [21]
shows how UML can be used to express security requirements during system development, and [8] discussed how
to secure the remote method invocation (RMI) protocol
of the new JAVA CARD standard.

1.4 Our Approach
Our approach to the development of JAVA CARD applets
uses UML modelling techniques, software patterns and
incorporate formal methods in an incremental way. By
incremental we mean that the use of formal methods
should be optional and it should be up to the developer (who might be unfamiliar with formal methods)
at which level of detail formal methods are used. This
view is stressed in [1,5]. To enable and ease the use of
formal methods, we try to provide means of creating certain kinds of formal specifications semi-automatically in
two ways. The first way is applying software and specification patterns solving some common problems to the
application design [13]. Such patterns usually need to be
instantiated with parameters, but giving the parameters
is the only job that is required from the developer. The
second way is to create a specification out of UML state
diagrams, also possibly taking some parameters from the
8
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user. Both ways enable partial specifications to be created without detailed knowledge about the formal specification language. The created specifications are wellformed by design and ready to be formally verified.
Having all this support we can make JAVA CARD applets robust by design and easier to verify. To achieve
our goals we need support from a modern, fully customisable UML CASE tool, as well as a suitable formal
verification system. As already mentioned, we use the
KeY system [1] as the basis in our framework. The KeY
system extends a commercial UML CASE tool with formal verification modules in a seamless way. CASE tools
that the KeY system currently supports include the Together tool family from Borland10 and Eclipse. The Together Control Center that we used for this work provides state of the art support for UML and is fully extensible through its JAVA open API. Therefore, we can
use powerful UML support as well as formal verification
tools in one framework. One of the KeY extensions to
the CASE tool provides a library of common design and
specification patterns to support creation of OCL specifications [13]. Another extension we introduced to the
CASE tool supports low level JAVA CARD development
tasks, like compiling, installing, or testing applets, either
in a simulated environment or on real smart cards [27].
This allows us to make our solutions to JAVA CARD design issues independent of the actual JAVA CARD platform and of any vendor-specific development environment. Another possible tool setup that would allow to
achieve such flexibility is Eclipse equipped with the KeY
plug-in for verification support, the Together Architect
plug-in for UML modelling, and the JCOP toolset for
low level JAVA CARD support.
In this work we limit ourselves to JAVA CARD applets residing on smart cards, that is, we do not consider the problems of developing the terminal application. The main reason is that terminal applications are
mostly regular JAVA programs and usually are part of a
bigger project, to which existing development techniques
can be applied, for example the Unified Process [20].
Moreover, suitable efforts to support uniform development of terminal applications are carried out already,
for example in the Open Card Framework [30]. The applets themselves seem to be too small to be subject to
a “big” process like UP—we believe that developing a
JAVA CARD applet should be seen as a small subprocess,
that needs a JAVA CARD specific approach with more
focus on formal aspects.
The next section presents a motivating JAVA CARD
case study based on which we identify JAVA CARD specific design issues and problems we want to address (Section 3). In Section 4 we walk through and re-engineer
our example to present our framework. In Section 5 we
discuss the solutions in the framework that address the
10
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problems we identified. Finally, Section 6 summarises the
article.

2 Case Study: pam iButton
We start with briefly discussing our case study, which
illustrates some of the common design requirements for
JAVA CARD applets. The pam iButton package was written by Dierk Bolten and is available free of charge [6].
The package allows a Linux user to authenticate himself
to the system by inserting an iButton into the reader
instead of giving the password. A JAVA-powered iButton11 is a JAVA CARD smart card embedded in a button shaped case implementing JAVA CARD API version
2.0 (which differs substantially from the current JAVA
CARD API 2.2.1). It supports the int data type and provides garbage collection. The most recent JAVA-powered
iButton has an 8 bit processor, a cryptographic (RSA
and SHA1) coprocessor and 130 KB of non-volatile RAM
memory. The pam iButton package consists of:
– a PAM (Pluggable Authentication Module) Linux
system library which is responsible for authentication,
– the JAVA CARD applet (SafeApplet) which performs
the actual authentication on the iButton device,
– a setup utility to configure the necessary system files
and administer the iButton applet.
The following is an example pam iButton usage scenario. First a Linux user account needs to be set up to
be able to use the iButton authentication. The user is
assigned a unique ID number and an RSA key pair (private and public key) is generated on the iButton and
stored together with the user ID in the iButton memory. Multiple user IDs can be registered on the iButton.
The public key is then retrieved by the system from the
iButton and stored in the system configuration file together with the user ID number. The iButton is ready
to be used for authentication. When the user wants to
be authenticated he types in his login name. The system
looks up his ID number and encrypts a random message
with the user’s public key. The encrypted message and
the user ID number are sent to the iButton applet. The
applet checks if the user is registered and if so, it decrypts the message with the private key, computes the
SHA1 hash code from the decrypted message and sends
it back to the system. The system compares the received
SHA1 code with its own and if they match the user is
authenticated successfully.
The most important commands that the SafeApplet
accepts are:
– Store data: stores temporary data for a subsequent
command.
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– Authenticate user: given the user ID performs the
challenge-response authentication described earlier.
In response sends back the SHA1 code of the message. The encrypted message has to be sent beforehand with the ‘store data’ command.
– Set PIN (PIN protected): sets a new PIN for PIN
protected commands.
– Generate key pair (PIN protected): given the user ID
generates an RSA key pair (the generation is done on
the card) and stores it together with the user ID in
the applet memory. In response sends back the public
part of the key.
– Get public key: given the user ID sends back the
public part of the key.
– Delete key pair (PIN protected): given the user ID
removes this user’s key pair entry from applet memory.
– Get key information: sends back the ID numbers of
users registered in the applet.
Any command (except for the first and the last) sent to
the applet can possibly result in an error. In that case,
instead of the expected answer, the error code (status
word) is sent back to the terminal indicating the cause
of the error. Internally in the JAVA CARD applet this is
done by throwing an appropriate ISOException.

3 Design Issues for JAVA CARD Applets
Here we describe the design issues that came up while
we were studying the example and we try to list some
common requirements for a JAVA CARD applet.
Some questions that immediately came to mind were
the following. Who is the owner of the applet PIN: the
Linux system administrator or the user? Who is the person to set up iButton for authentication: the system administrator, the user, both? What are the applet deployment steps: who is responsible for installing the applet to
iButton, when is iButton ready to be passed to the user
for regular use (that is, when does the applet get personalised)? Should it be possible for one iButton applet
to be used on two different Linux systems? Answers to
some of the questions imply answers to some of the other
questions. For example, if a single applet can be used on
many different systems then it certainly should be the
user owning the applet PIN and it should be the user
that sets up the system configuration (probably through
some administrator privileged system tool, which itself
needs careful design).
One way or the other, the answers to the questions
above are not provided by the design of the applet, at
least not explicitly, and since this kind of application is
security-critical, these issues require careful thought.
Next we took a closer look at the protocol that is
used to exchange information between the terminal application and the iButton applet. We discovered the following:
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– The applet does not impose or check the order on
commands it receives. This opens the possibility of
attack scenarios where commands are sent to the
card in a different order than the applet expects, with
the aim to corrupt the state of the applet. In case of
this particular applet we did not find a sequence of
command calls that could put the applet in an unrecoverable state, but we did manage to corrupt the
applet state with garbage data, causing some malfunctioning. The recovery process required tedious
manual command sending.
– The problem with out-of-sequence commands is aggravated by the fact that some of the commands require input that does not fit into a single APDU,
so there are multiple APDU messages being sent for
one command. However, the applet does not check
whether the right number of APDU messages in a
right order is sent. In particular, this may cause the
applet to run out of memory, as all the incoming data
is being accumulated in the applet. Moreover, there
are no integrity checks on the data sent.
– The last thing we found strange about the protocol
is that the PIN is sent along with each command
that requires PIN authentication. Generally there is
nothing wrong with it, but it produces unnecessary
overhead and it is different from the commonly used
solution of establishing the PIN once per command
exchange (card) session.
Another potential problem (which also applies to
some other iButton applets that we have seen, not only
the one presented) is unconstrained dynamic memory
allocation. For iButtons this is not an issue, as they implement garbage collection. In general, however, to make
applets portable between different JAVA CARD platforms,
the size of memory dynamically allocated should be reduced as much as possible. Otherwise, due to lack of
memory, the applet may stop working at any point of
execution.
Extensive testing of SafeApplet revealed one more
problem: if the user tears the iButton out of the reader
during authentication, the applet can be left in an inconsistent state and fail to work correctly in subsequent
authentication sessions. The design of a JAVA CARD applet should take the possibility of card tears into consideration and try to make the applets as robust and card
tear proof as possible. Our further research [15] shows
that formal verification is the right technique to ensure
that applets are card tear safe.
The last problem is that SafeApplet allows two or
more different key pairs registered with the same user
ID number. While this was the original author’s deliberate design decision, we think the applet should forbid to
make double entries of this kind, instead of making the
user responsible for avoiding this.
Our analysis of the SafeApplet above lead us to the
following design requirements and programming guidelines for JAVA CARD applets:
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– the applet has to be robust: it should be protected
against malicious terminal applications and against
tearing the card out of the reader,
– the applet deployment steps and life cycle should be
well-defined, and controlled by the applet itself to
prevent abuse,
– the command exchange protocol should be welldefined, constrained and controlled by the applet to
disable illegal sequences of commands, and, for any
commands that consist of multiple APDU messages,
illegal sequences of those messages,
– the applet should minimise its memory footprint, and
allocate all its required memory at installation time,
to avoid OutOfMemoryException when the card is in
operation.
It should be noted that such requirements are common
conventions in JAVA CARD applet development, see for
example [10, 24]. The example of our case study merely
emphasises the importance of these requirements. In the
next section we show how these requirements can be
addressed and enforced during design.
To end this section we want to stress that we do not
want to impose any particular design decisions for JAVA
CARD applets (for example, which deployment steps the
applet should have, whether a certain command should
be PIN protected, etc.). We only want to support the
design process and provide the developer with means
and tools to make those design decisions and control the
development steps in a systematic way. The design decisions we present in the next section are only examples
among many possible alternatives and for real-life applications such decisions should be made by a domain
expert.
4 Developing JAVA CARD Applets
We now present how one can go about designing and developing a JAVA CARD applet by going through the case
study again and re-engineering it in a well-defined way.
The large parts of the example that we present should
give the reader the complete overview of the development process. In the next section we will discuss the
crucial features of our framework that make the developed applet robust and free of the problems we identified
earlier.
4.1 Applet Life Cycle States
First we define the life cycle states of the applet (deployment steps). These are the distinguished states that the
applet will go through during its lifetime. Our applet can
be in one of the following four state:
Initialised This is the state of the applet just after installing (downloading) it onto the card, but before
setting some data in the applet that is necessary for
proper functioning of the applet,
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Applet Initialised

Applet Dead

Applet Personalised

Applet Locked

install applet

Fig. 1 SafeApplet life cycle states

Personalised This is the state after setting the data on
the applet. This is also the applet’s “normal operation” state,
Locked This is the state after something goes wrong during normal applet usage, for example, after the user
entered the wrong PIN a number of times and the
applet access is blocked temporarily,
Dead This is the state after an unrecoverable misuse of
the applet. In our case after the user enters a wrong
master PIN, which can only be presented for verification once and is only allowed to be presented in the
locked state.
An applet goes only once through the initialised state
during its lifetime and also it can never leave the dead
state after entering it. It can however move between personalised and locked states many times during its lifetime. These constraints are best expressed in a UML
state diagram, see Figure 1. Later we will show what
the exact conditions are that cause an applet life cycle
state change. One last thing that is required of the applet is that it enforces the card terminal session to be
restarted after the applet has moved from one life cycle
state to another.

4.2 Applet Commands
Now we can start defining the commands that the applet
should support. The new set of commands is a slightly
redesigned set of commands that we described in Section 2. For each of the commands we give a name, we
say if it can be invoked in a given applet life cycle state
and if it is a user PIN or master PIN protected command
(for each state separately). Table 1 shows the list of commands we are interested in. Below we give an informal
description of the commands:
authenticateUser This command is used to authenticate
a given user through a challenge-response protocol.
A single person owns one smart card with a single
SafeApplet. However, there can be more than one
user ID registered in the applet. Hence, the command
has to specify which user is to be authenticated, by
giving a user ID.
updateUserPIN This command changes the user’s PIN.
Depending in which life cycle state the applet is,

Name/State
authenticateUser
updateUserPIN
setMasterPIN
verifyUserPIN
verifyMasterPIN
generateKeyPair
deleteKeyPair
getPublicKey
disableUser
enableUser
getKeysInfo

Init.
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Person.
Yes
Yes (P)
No
Yes
No
Yes (P)
Yes (P)
Yes
Yes (P)
Yes (P)
Yes

Locked
No
Yes (MP)
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No

Dead
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Table 1 SafeApplet commands. (P) denotes PIN protected
commands, (MP) denotes Master PIN protected command.

different security measures are taken to protect the
command. For example, since the personalisation
step should be taken in the issuer’s trusted area, it is
not necessary to require PIN authentication for updating the user’s PIN in initialised state. On the other,
if the applet is, for example, in the locked state, the
master PIN has to be verified before any user PIN
changes can be made.
setMasterPIN This command sets the master PIN for the
applet. It is the only command required to make the
applet personalised, hence it moves the applet from
the state initialised to personalised.
verifyUserPIN This command performs the verification
of the user’s PIN, which after successful verification
stays validated until the end of the card/terminal
session. All PIN protected commands can check the
PIN validity flag.
verifyMasterPIN Same as the previous one, except for the
master PIN. This command can only be invoked in
the locked state to unlock the applet. Usually, the
master PIN is only allowed to be presented once; after
an unsuccessful try the applet becomes dead.
generateKeyPair This command generates a key pair
(public and private) for a given user ID and stores
this in the applet memory for future use.
deleteKeyPair This command removes the keys for a
given user ID from the applet memory.
getPublicKey This command retrieves the public part of
a key for a given user ID.
disableUser, enableUser These commands disable and enable the authentication of a given user ID. The user
may wish to block the usage of SafeApplet when
he has to pass the smart card to somebody else (for
example, to download some other applets).
getKeysInfo This command returns all registered user
IDs (for administrative purposes).
4.3 Command Invocation Protocol
The information we gathered so far is sufficient to define the protocol that SafeApplet should follow. We
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do this by presenting further state diagrams, one inside
each state representing a single applet life cycle state.
We will call the new sub-states the command states. In
our applet we distinguish four different command states/
categories:
Selected This is the initial state after the applet is selected by the JAVA CARD run-time environment (this
is triggered by the terminal application),
Application This is the state for “every day use” commands. For SafeApplet authenticateUser is the only
such command,
User administration This is the state for user-level administration commands, for example updateUserPIN,
System administration This is the state for system-level
administration commands, for example, generateKeyPair.
Commands belonging to one category should not be
interleaved with commands belonging to another category. Not all of the applet life cycle states will contain all of these command states. In particular, initialised
and locked life cycle states contain only one meaningful
command state—user administration. In such cases, we
merged the user administration command state with the
selected state for simplicity.
At this stage of the design we also precisely define
when the applet changes its life cycle state.
Let us start with the initialised life cycle state. Figure 2 shows the corresponding state diagram. The black
dot represents the state in which the applet is not active and needs to be selected. When the applet is deselected by the JAVA CARD run-time environment or a
card reset occurs the applet has to be selected again.
There is only one command state inside the life cycle
state initialised and only two commands are possible,
namely updateUserPIN and setMasterPIN. The invocation of updateUserPIN is optional during the personalisation process—the applet issuer may wish to release the
applet without the user PIN set. Once setMasterPIN is
invoked successfully (no error occurs and the input data
for setting the master PIN is not corrupted) the applet
changes its life cycle state to personalised and never goes
back to initialised. The card/terminal session has to be
restarted after a life cycle state change, which means that
no further commands can be invoked after a successful
setMasterPIN until the applet is selected again.
Figure 3 shows the details of the personalised life cycle state. This is the applet’s main operational state in
which most of the application and administration commands are enabled. As before, after selection the applet
is in selected command state. Once a command belonging to one of the three categories (application, system administration, user administration) is invoked the command
state is changed accordingly and the applet stays in this
state until the end of the session. To enter a different
command mode the session has to be restarted. The verifyUserPIN command is treated in a special way—since
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the PIN is required by the commands both in system
and user administration modes, invoking verifyUserPIN
does not change the command state of the applet. However, if the PIN verification fails the maximum allowed
number of times (userPINBlocked) the applet life cycle
state is changed to state locked where special rules apply for unblocking the PIN. The only application mode
command is authenticateUser, the only user administration command is updateUserPIN. In system administration mode the following commands are enabled: generateKeyPair, deleteKeyPair, getPublicKey, getKeysInfo, disableUser, and enableUser.
Finally we describe the command protocol for the
applet life cycle state locked (Figure 4). As in the case
of life cycle state initialised there is only one command
state, user administration, which is merged with the state
selected. The only two commands that are allowed here
are verifyMasterPIN and updateUserPIN. After successful
master PIN verification (MasterPINOK) the updateUserPIN command sets the new user PIN and unblocks it,
moving the applet back to personalised life cycle state. In
case the master PIN verification failed the applet life cycle state changes to dead from which there is no return—
the applet becomes unoperational.
All command invocation sequences that are not allowed by the diagrams are forbidden—in case of any attempt to violate the defined protocol the applet should
end the communication immediately by throwing a suitable exception.
Note that we already gave a lot of semi-formal information about the applet we are building without writing
or presenting a single line of JAVA CARD code. The state
diagrams are useful documentation that helps to understand the intended behaviour of the applet.

4.4 Command Processing
For each of the applet commands we define what parameters it takes, whether there should be extra integrity
checks on the data (to detect possible transmission errors), and whether the command has to be split into
several APDU messages (again with the indication of
whether extra integrity checks are required). Tables 2
and 3 show the complete list.
Now we can show the actual implementation of the
command dispatching methods. As examples we discuss
updateUserPIN, getPublicKey and authenticateUser. Let
us start with updateUserPIN. Recall that this command
had a conditional PIN check depending on the current
applet life cycle state. It also expects 8 bytes of input
data and there is a required integrity check on the data.
There is no response data, just a status word is sent back
to the terminal indicating the (un)successful invocation
of the command. The command should also follow the
protocol we defined. Here is the code:
/**
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Applet Initialised
deselect, cardReset
Selected/User Administration
install applet

select applet

Applet Personalised
setMasterPIN[successfull]

updateUserPIN, setMasterPIN

Fig. 2 Command states in the initialised life cycle state
Applet Personalised
deselect, cardReset

select

Application

deselect, cardReset
Selected

authenticateUser

verifyUserPIN[userPINBlocked]

authenticateUser

verifyUserPIN

Applet Locked

updateUserPIN

generateKeyPair, getPublicKey,
getKeysInfo, enableUser,
disableUser, deleteKeyPair
verifyUserPIN[userPINBlocked]
enableUser, disableUser,
getKeysInfo, getPublicKey,
generateKeyPair, deleteKeyPair

User Administration
verifyUserPIN[userPINBlocked]

System Administration

deselect, cardReset

verifyUserPIN

deselect, cardReset

updateUserPIN, verifyUserPIN

Fig. 3 Command states in the personalised life cycle state
Applet Locked
deselect, cardReset
Applet Personalised

select

Applet Dead

Selected/User Administration
verifyMasterPIN[Blocked]

updateUserPIN[MasterPINOK]

verifyMasterPIN, updateUserPIN

Fig. 4 Command states in the locked life cycle state

* @param apdu the incoming APDU message
*
to dispatch
*/
public void dispatchUpdateUserPin(APDU apdu) {
updateCommandState(UPDATE_USER_PIN);
switch (curr_applet_state) {
case AS_INITIALISED: break;
case AS_PERSONALISED: checkPIN(); break;
case AS_LOCKED:
checkMasterPIN(); break;

}
readInput(apdu, (short)28); // puts input in temp
verifyInput((short)8);
userPIN.update(temp, (short)0, (byte)8);
if (curr_applet_state == AS_LOCKED) {
setAppletState(UPDATE_USER_PIN,
AS_PERSONALISED);
}
}
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Name
authenticateUser
updateUserPIN
setMasterPIN
verifyUserPIN
verifyMasterPIN
generateKeyPair
deleteKeyPair
getPublicKey
disableUser
enableUser
getKeysInfo

Input
User ID,
challenge
New PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
User ID
User ID
User ID
User ID
User ID
None
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Length
1+256

Integ.
No

APDU
Many

8
16
8
16
1
1
1
1
1
0

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Response
SHA1 code
None
None
None
None
None
None
Public key
None
None
User IDs

Length
20
0
0
0
0
0
0
131
0
0
#Users

Table 2 Command parameters
Name
authenticateUser
updateUserPIN
setMasterPIN
verifyUserPIN
verifyMasterPIN
generateKeyPair
deleteKeyPair
getPublicKey
disableUser
enableUser
getKeysInfo

Integ.
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No

Table 3 Command responses

The call to updateCommandState makes sure that the
command is invoked according to the protocol. The
updateCommandState implements a state machine that
follows the diagrams shown before. The switch statement performs the conditional PIN check (the AS prefix
stands for applet state). Then the input is read, which
has to be 8 bytes long plus 20 bytes for the SHA1 code
for data integrity verification. After the data is retrieved
from the APDU message it is stored in the temp array.
The temp array is allocated once during applet installation and is sufficiently big to serve all command dispatching methods, thus keeping memory consumption fixed.
The method verifyInput performs the actual verification of the data stored in the temp array. Then the actual
user PIN update happens. If the applet happens to be
in locked life cycle state then it switches back to personalised state after successful update (setAppletState).
Let us take a look at getPublicKey now. This command does not require any PIN checks, it expects one
byte of input data without integrity verification, and
sends back 131 bytes of response plus an additional 20
bytes of SHA1 code for integrity verification on the terminal side. We skip the actual key retrieval code as it is
not relevant at this point. Here is the code:
/**
* @param apdu the incoming APDU message
*
to dispatch

*/
public void dispatchGetPublicKey(APDU apdu) {
updateCommandState(GET_PUBLIC_KEY);
readInput(apdu, (short)1);
// retrieve the key, prepare the response data
// in temp
integrifyOutput((short)131);
sendResponse(apdu, (short)151);
}

The sendResponse method simply sends the data prepared in the temp array back to the terminal.
Let us take a look at authenticateUser now. This command is the only one that requires multiple APDU messages. No PIN check or input data integrity verification
is required. The response is 20 bytes of SHA1 code calculated from the received message. Here is the implementation:
/**
* @param apdu the incoming APDU message
*
to dispatch
*/
public void dispatchAuthUser(APDU apdu) {
updateCommandState(AUTH_USER);
readBigInput(apdu, (short)257);
if (multiple_package == (byte)0) {
// everything read, process bigtemp,
// prepare the response in temp
sendResponse(apdu, (short)20);
}
}

The methods readBigInput and updateCommandState
make sure that the data contained in different APDU
messages are sent in the correct order and are not interleaved by any other commands. This is done by using
global applet variables and requiring the multiple APDU
messages sent over to the applet to be properly marked
as we will show shortly.
Now we give some more details about the auxiliary
methods that are used by command dispatching methods. The readInput method reads the input from the
incoming APDU into the temp array in a standard way,
reporting to the terminal any possible data length inconsistencies by throwing an appropriate exception:
/**
* @param apdu the incoming apdu to read data from
* @param expectedLength the expected data length
*
to read
*/
public void readInput(APDU apdu,
short expectedLength) {
byte buffer[] = apdu.getBuffer();
short apduDataOffset = 0;
short dataLength = unsigned(
buffer[ISO7816.OFFSET_LC]);
if (dataLength != expectedLength) {
ISOException.throwIt(ISO7816.SW_WRONG_LENGTH);
}
short bytesRead = apdu.setIncomingAndReceive();
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while (bytesRead > 0) {
if ((short)(bytesRead + apduDataOffset) >
expectedLength) {
ISOException.throwIt(
ISO7816.SW_WRONG_LENGTH);
}
Util.arrayCopy(buffer, ISO7816.OFFSET_CDATA,
temp, apduDataOffset,
bytesRead);
apduDataOffset += bytesRead;
bytesRead = apdu.receiveBytes(
ISO7816.OFFSET_CDATA);
}

}

The methods setAppletState, updateCommandState, and readBigInput are more interesting. The first
one is responsible for changing the applet life cycle state.
It is the calling method’s responsibility to ensure that
the condition for changing this state is satisfied (for
example, that master PIN has been verified when updateUserPIN changes the state from locked to personalised). The method manipulates the global applet variable called curr applet state. Here is a small part of
setAppletState:
/**
* @param command the code of the command changing
*
the state
* @param newstate the new state to be set
*/
public void setAppletState(byte command,
short newstate) {
switch (command) {
// ...
case UPDATE_USER_PIN:
// ’masterPIN.isValidated() == true’
// should hold here
if (curr_applet_state == AS_LOCKED) {
curr_applet_state = newstate;
curr_command_state = CS_START;
}
break;
// ...
}
}

The updateCommandState and readBigInput methods
share some global applet variables to ensure that the protocol is followed. The global variable multiple package
indicates whether a command spread over multiple
APDU messages is being processed—when equal to 0
the currently processed command is a single APDU command, when greater than 0 it is equal to the identifier
of the multiple APDU command being processed. The
method updateCommandState first checks if the life cycle
state of the applet is the dead state and if so, it throws
an exception interrupting the communication. Then it
checks if there is multiple APDU processing in progress.
If so, it further checks whether the current command
belongs to the sequence of currently processed multiple

APDU messages, an exception is thrown if there is a mismatch. Finally, the method checks if the command invocation is according to the protocol defined. The global
applet variable curr command state stores the current
command state (selected, application, user administration
or system administration). The code follows the diagrams
shown before, throwing an exception if the command is
not invoked according to the protocol:
/**
* @param command the code of the invoking
*
command
*/
public void updateCommandState(byte command) {
if (curr_applet_state == AS_DEAD) {
ISOException.throwIt(SW_APPLET_DEAD);
}
if (multiple_package != (byte)0 &&
command != multiple_package) {
ISOException.throwIt(
SW_COMMAND_OUT_OF_SEQUENCE);
}
switch (command) {
case VERIFY_USER_PIN:
if (curr_applet_state != AS_PERSONALISED) {
ISOException.throwIt(
SW_COMMAND_OUT_OF_SEQUENCE);
} else {
if (curr_command_state == CS_APPLICATION) {
ISOException.throwIt(
SW_COMMAND_OUT_OF_SEQUENCE);
} else {
// do nothing, there is no state change
}
}
break;
case UPDATE_USER_PIN:
// ...
}
}

The readBigInput method uses both global variables
and the form of the APDU to control the multiple APDU
communication. The p2 header byte of the incoming
APDU indicates the total number of APDU messages to
come, the p1 header byte indicates which APDU message is being received (“p1-th out of p2 messages”). The
global variables multiple curr and multiple total
are used to keep track of this. Whenever a multiple
APDU message is received p1 and p2 are checked against
global variables to verify that the proper sequence is
maintained. Then the data from the APDU is appended
to the bigtemp array which collects the data from the
multiple APDU messages. The code for readBigInput
is:
/**
* @param apdu the incoming apdu to read data from
* @param expectedLength the expected data length
*
to read
*/
public void readBigInput(APDU apdu,
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short expectedLength) {
byte buffer[] = apdu.getBuffer();
byte ins = buffer[ISO7816.OFFSET_INS];
byte p1 = buffer[ISO7816.OFFSET_P1];
byte p2 = buffer[ISO7816.OFFSET_P2];
if (p1 == (byte)0 && multiple_total == (byte)0) {
multiple_total = p2;
multiple_package = ins;
} else {
if (p1 >= p2 || p2 != multiple_total ||
p1 != (byte)(multiple_curr + (byte)1)) {
ISOException.throwIt(ISO7816.SW_WRONG_DATA);
}
}
multiple_curr = p1;
// append the data from APDU to bigtemp array
multiple_readnum = apduDataOffset;
if ((byte)(multiple_curr + (byte)1) ==
multiple_total) {
resetMultiple(); // data in bigtemp ready
}
}

5 The Framework
We did not discover any problems during extensive testing of the resulting, re-engineered applet. In particular,
the card tear problem is no longer present. This was
achieved mostly by enforcing the applet to follow strict
command exchange protocol we defined during the design. Thus, the most important guideline in our framework is to define the applet life cycle and communication protocols with UML state diagrams and enforce the
applet to adhere to these protocols by embedding corresponding state machines into the applet itself. Moreover,
the actual command processing (types of parameters, responses, etc.) should be defined and implemented in a
strict way. To achieve that, we used dedicated methods
(readInput, sendResponse, etc.) in our applet responsible for reading the input and sending the output. Such
methods are largely independent of the actual applet and
can be used in other applications.
One artifact of the design is the semi-formal documentation that makes understanding the workings of
the applet much easier for the developers and prospective users of the applet. Further support for the developers can be provided by the CASE tool, the Global
Platform framework and JAVA CARD RMI, and the use
of formal specification and verification techniques. We
discuss these possibilities in the following sections.

5.1 Support from the CASE Tool
We used the support of the Together Control Center tool
in many places. For the low level tasks, such as compiling, installing and testing the applet, we used an extension module we wrote ourselves [27]. Some parts of the
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applet were created with the same module by using JAVA
CARD specific code patterns, which were used to introduce skeletons of the command dispatching methods automatically. Furthermore, the KeY extensions were used
to introduce formal specifications into the design and to
perform formal verification (see next subsections). The
remaining code was written “by hand”, however we still
see possibilities to introduce further automation to the
process with the support of a CASE tool in the following
ways:
– Having methods like readInput, readBigInput,
verifyInput, etc. among the standard set of JAVA
CARD helper methods. This can easily be supported
by the Together Control Center.
– Generating (possibly with a little of developers help)
the code for setAppletState and updateCommandState methods from the state diagrams also incorporating formal specifications for verification. A tool
(AutoJML) that does exactly this, only it produces
JML specifications instead of OCL ones, is described
in [16]. Such a tool should be easily pluggable into
the Together Control Center, for example Together
Control Center can automatically create code from
sequence diagrams and vice versa.
– The PIN check routine seem to be a good candidate
for a pattern, too, as it is done in a very similar
way in every JAVA CARD applet. There is a global
applet object representing the PIN and there is one
APDU command that verifies the delivered PIN, sets
the validation flag of the PIN object for the current
terminal session, and returns the result of PIN verification back to the terminal. Then any command
requiring PIN authentication can refer to the PIN
object by a single method call. This scheme seems to
be very basic and there is only one simple class in
the JAVA CARD API that provides PIN functionality.
However, the problems we discovered in the original
SafeApplet (Section 3) show that even such simple
ideas can be easily misinterpreted. Thus, a simple
software pattern can take the responsibility to create
a correct PIN check mechanism in the applet.

5.2 Support from the Global Platform Framework and
JAVA CARD RMI
The Global Platform framework [14] provides a standard on-card API to control some of the aspects of applet management, including applet life cycle states. In
principle there is no obstacle to use the standard Global
Platform API to control applet life cycle states in the
context of our work. We do, however, see two shortcomings of this approach:
– the set of life cycle states in Global Platform is predefined (for example, there is no distinction between
locked applet and dead/terminated applet). Thus the
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use of Global Platform API may not always give the
required flexibility to control applet life cycle states,
– state transitions between different life cycle states are
hard-coded into the API without the (source code)
implementation being available. So, it is impossible
to verify the correctness of the transitions with respect to the specification, represented by the UML
state diagram or expressed in OCL. In such case, it is
only possible to rely on the natural language description of the state transitions that the Global Platform
documentation [14] provides.
Other facilities that the Global Platform framework
provides are mechanisms to control the integrity and
confidentiality of the APDU messages sent to the card.
So, by using the Global Platform framework, it is not
necessary to implement methods like verifyInput; instead Global Platform functionality can be used. We did
not do this in our case study, because iButtons do not
support Global Platform framework.
Finally, we should mention the Remote Method Invocation framework for JAVA CARD offered by the most
recent JAVA CARD standard (2.2.1) [31]. RMI greatly reduces applet complexity and considerably eases the applet design and development process. The use of RMI
would be a perfect solution to many problems we have
described, but unfortunately, there is still only a handful
of smart cards on the market that support the new JAVA
CARD standard with RMI.

5.3 Formal Specification and Verification
For most of the methods of our applet, it is very clear
from looking at the code that they correctly implement
the semi-formal specifications given by the state diagrams. The setAppletState, updateCommandState and
readBigInput and possibly readInput methods require
a bit more attention and this is where we turn to formal
specification and verification.
First, we can define the behaviour described by state
diagrams more formally by giving OCL specifications.
We can use OCL invariants to express the required relation between the applet life cycle state and other aspects
of the applet’s state, for example:
context SafeApplet
inv: self.curr_applet_state = AS_LOCKED implies
self.userPIN.getTriesRemaining() = 0
inv: self.curr_applet_state = AS_DEAD implies
self.masterPIN.getTriesRemaining() = 0
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Finally, we can formally specify methods such as setAppletState and updateCommandState with pre- and
postconditions, for example:
context SafeApplet::setAppletState(
command : Integer, newstate : Integer)
pre: command = UPDATE_USER_PIN and
newstate = AS_PERSONALISED implies
self.masterPIN.isValidated() and
self.curr_applet_state = AS_LOCKED
post: self.curr_applet_state = AS_PERSONALISED and
self.curr_command_state = CS_START
context SafeApplet::updateCommandState(
command : Integer)
post: command = VERIFY_USER_PIN
and
self.curr_applet_state@pre = AS_PERSONALISED
and
self.curr_command_state@pre <> CS_APPLICATION
and
self.curr_command_state@pre <> CS_START
implies
self.curr_command_state =
self.curr_command_state@pre

These specifications precisely specify the constraints expressed by state diagrams and it should be possible to
just generate them automatically, possibly with a little
bit of user intervention [16].
The second set of specifications makes sure that
the readInput and readBigInput methods behave in
a consistent way. The following OCL invariants express
the consistency conditions that the global applet variables (multiple package and multiple readnum) used
by the read methods should satisfy:
context SafeApplet
inv: self.multiple_readnum <= self.bigtemp->size()
inv: self.multiple_package <> 0 implies
self.multiple_curr < self.multiple_total
inv: self.multiple_package = 0 or
self.multiple_package = AUTH_USER
inv: self.multiple_total > 0 implies
self.multiple_package <> 0

Here we also stated that the authenticateUser command
is the only one that can spread over multiple APDU
messages.
The next are two preconditions that make sure the
read methods do not exceed the temporary array space
they operate on:

Next we can limit a set of possible command states in a
given life cycle state by invariants such as:

context SafeApplet::readInput(
apdu : APDU, expectedLength : short)
pre: self.temp <> null and
expectedLength <= self.temp->size()

context SafeApplet
inv: self.curr_applet_state = AS_LOCKED implies
self.curr_command_state = CS_START or
self.curr_command_state = CS_SELECTED

context SafeApplet::readBigInput(
apdu : APDU, expectedLength : short)
pre: self.bigtemp <> null and
expectedLength <= self.bigtemp->size()

Systematic Development of JAVA CARD Applets
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The JAVA CARD pattern for read methods discussed in
Section 5.1 should not just produce the code for such
methods, but also these associated specifications.
Of course one may want to give some more detailed
specifications of the applet describing its functionality or
some safety properties [25]. In the next section we show
how existing features of the KeY system can be used
to produce such a specification. Here we briefly discuss
other situations where formal specification can prove itself helpful.
Suppose we would like to extend our applet to keep
track of unsuccessful authentication attempts and disable the access once a certain number of unsuccessful attempts has been reached (similarly to PIN verification). This is quite straightforward to program—a
counter variable needs to be increased after each failed
attempt and once some threshold value is reached the
following access attempts are rejected. However, when
coded uncarefully, the counter may be increased during
rejected attempts as well. Then after reaching the maximal value for a data type used (say byte) it will leap
back to −128, meaning we end up in an undesired state,
breaching security. A typical security related specification idiom that could be used here would be that a card
stays blocked after the maximum number of tries has
been reached until it is explicitly released, for example,
by giving the master PIN. To verify such a property
one needs formalisation of JAVA integer arithmetics that
handles properly the overflow behaviour of JAVA integer
types. The KeY system both supports the specification
idioms [13] and contains formalisation of JAVA integer
arithmetics as part of the KeY specification library [4].
A very tricky aspect of smart card programs is ensuring data consistency in the case when the applet’s execution terminates abnormally by tearing the card out
of the reader. Here we can also turn to formal methods.
It is not sufficient to express such constraints on data
consistency as invariants; invariants may be temporarily broken when a method executes, but a card tear at
such a point in time would break data consistency. Instead we need a stronger notion of invariant, which has
to hold throughout program execution. This cannot be
expressed in plain OCL, but the Dynamic Logic for JAVA
CARD used in the KeY system can express such properties (strong invariants) [3].
The OCL specifications discussed above—and the
additional data consistency constraints expressed in Dynamic Logic—have been formally verified using the KeY
system. Verification of other, more advanced properties
can also be performed relatively easily with the KeY system [15, 28]. As we noted in Section 1.3, other tools can
be used for verification as well—[18] discusses verification of similar protocol properties with the LOOP tool.

Fig. 5 Applying specification patterns in the KeY system

5.4 Employing the KeY System
Here we show how the KeY system can be used to support creation of the formal specifications. Recall that
one of the problems we found in SafeApplet was that a
single user ID can be registered more than once in the
applet. First let us look at the class representing a single
user record in the applet:
public class User {
boolean empty = true;
boolean enabled = true;
byte userID = (byte)0;
KeyData keydata = null;
}

We would like to specify that there should not exist two
(non empty) objects of this class in our applet having the
same user ID. Then it can be verified formally that any
code that operates on those records does not violate this
condition. The condition just mentioned is a slight modification of a standard specification pattern in the KeY
system called AttributeHasKeyProp, shown in Figure 5.
After the pattern is applied, the following invariant is
produced for the User class:
context User:
inv: User.allInstances->forAll(c1, c2 |
c1.userID = c2.userID implies c1 = c2)

After a small modification we get what we want:
context User:
inv: User.allInstances->forAll(c1, c2 |
not c1.empty and not c2.empty and
c1.userID = c2.userID implies c1 = c2)

The KeY system provides a whole library of such specification patterns (some also based on the GoF patterns [12,2]) applicable to any JAVA CARD program and,
more generally, any JAVA program.
6 Summary
Based on the SafeApplet example we presented our approach to the systematic development of JAVA CARD applets. We have shown how UML can be used to specify an applet behaviour, using state diagrams, and how
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such specifications can be translated into actual code.
We have also shown how we can apply formal specification and verification in JAVA CARD development. A modern CASE tool plays an important role in our approach:
it supports UML specifications, software patterns, formal verification (KeY system), and, last but not least,
easy testing of JAVA CARD applets through the CASE
tool extension module. Large parts of the code we have
shown were developed by hand, but we were precisely
following the UML state diagrams. Consequently, the
coding was quite straightforward and almost a one pass
process—we made the applet work in the expected way
in a very short time and extensive testing revealed no
problems in the applet. Further research [15,28] showed
that formal verification of JAVA CARD applets is feasible
and can formally ensure robustness of the applet.
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